
Pandy’s Graded Meadowlands Selections for Saturday, June 1 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 
are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 
are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 
the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 
I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 
by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 
5 STOLEN ART 6-1 
2 THNDRFRMTHETHRON N 7-2 
6 HARRY HANOVER 4-1 
10 ATTA BOY DAN 6-1 

STOLEN ART gets a better post in this amateur driver race and has a shot at a 
price…THNDRFRMTHETHRON N may be the one to beat…HARRY HANOVER gets a better post…ATTA BOY 
DAN finally found a field he could beat in laste.  

RACE 2 
1 UPTOWN LADY N 5-1 
8 PARISIAN BLUE CHIP 2-1 
4 TWIN B ECHO 5-2 
7 BLANK CHECK 7-2 

UPTOWN LADY N gets a nice spot at a level where she can compete…PARISIAN BLUE CHIP ships in for 
sharp barn and veteran mare may have a class edge here…TWIN B ECHO beaten favorite in last, was used 
leaving, set the pace and paced a respectable final quarter to hold the show…BLANK CHECK finished 
quickly against similar.  

RACE 3 
5 SHINKANSEN 8-5 
6 UNIQUE KEMP 7-2 
7 YOU GOT IT 9-2 
4 CANDY BOMBER 5-1 

SHINKANSEN draws well in a field that seems a little slower than what he’s been facing…UNIQUE KEMP 
holds decent form…YOU GOT IT ships in from Yonkers for good barn…CANDY BOMBER also ships in from 
Yonkers and fits with these.  

RACE 4 
J M MANDAMIN 1-1 
3 HUNT FOR CASH 5-2 
1 LYRICAL GENIUS 6-1 
8 INTEREST FREE A 8-1 

RACE 5 
7 WARRAWEE YANKEE 2-1 
8 YER SO BAD 4-1 
6 WAY TO CLOSE 4-1 
2 MARTY MONKHOUSER A 5-1 



WARRAWEE YANKEE takes a key drop and could be closing off a lively pace in this amateur driver 
race…YER SO BAD can finish well…WAY TO CLOSE was used hard on the lead in last, held well…MARTY 
MONKHOUSER A fits well here.  

RACE 6 
5 TENNESSEE SMOOTH 8-5 
2 BOUNTY HUNTER 5-2 
7 GOOD ROCKIN 9-2 
3 TWIN B SEAMONSTER 9-2 

TENNESSEE SMOOTH improved 4 year old turned in a game effort over the track as he returned from 
Pocono Downs in last…BOUNTY HUNTER needed last, moves inside…GOOD ROCKIN didn’t have an easy 
trip in last…TWIN B SEAMONSTER improved 4yo ships in sharp.  

RACE 7 
5 HELLO ROCKY 2-1 
7 THATSWHATISAID N 2-1 
1 ENTRENCH 4-1 
3 CENTURY FURY 4-1 

HELLO ROCKY has won two of his last four starts against this type and had a long uncovered trip in last, 
held gamely…THATSWHATISAID N was wide on turn one and used hard to get the lead in last, set the 
pace and was a game second…ENTRENCH improved off the barn change in last…CENTURY FURY got up to 
beat ENTRENCH with a good trip and fits well here.  

RACE 8 
3 SOUTHWIND GENDRY 7-5 
1 MAD MAX HANOVER 9-5 
5 STONE HANOVER 6-1 
2 BB LUCKY BOY 14-1 

SOUTHWIND GENDRY was used hard to get the lead in :26.4, set a solid pace, weakened to finish 4th but 
paced his last quarter in :26.4; classy 5 year old drops for top barn…MAD MAX HANOVER was a beaten 
favorite in four straight races including two at this level but came through with a sharp win over weaker in 
last, also pacing :26.4 first and last quarters, and has the backclass to handle this level…STONE HANOVER 
ships in off an improved effort…BB LUCKY BOY didn’t have a smooth trip in last.  

RACE 9 
9 SWEET GAL** 2-1 
2 BATH BOMB 2-1 
7 CHIAPANECAS 6-1 
3 VIKI HILL 8-1 

SWEET GAL showed some potential last year and seems to be rounding into top form for Pelling…BATH 
BOMB has raced well in all four starts…CHIAPANECAS was a pretty good 2yo and probably needed return 
race…VIKI HILL has come around nicely in her last two starts at Pocono.  

RACE 10 
9 ALLYWAG HANOVER 6-5 
6 OAKWOOD ARDAN IR 2-1 
5 AMERICAN DEALER N 7-1 
7 PRIMARY COLORS 10-1 

ALLYWAG HANOVER raced well in his first start of the year and comes down in class for this…OAKWOOD 
ARDAN IR is a strong grinder with a relentless stretch kick. He’ll face a top-class veteran FFA horse here 



but the pace figures to be quick enough and if he gets a decent flow of cover he can get up…AMERICAN 
DEALER N is in good form and will probably gun to the lead. 28 year old Driver Mark Herschberger, who is 
in his third year as a driver, has looked good here and figures to be leaving…PRIMARY COLORS was 
Bartlett’s choice of four horses here.  
 
RACE 11 
6 PINEBUSHDRAGONROLL 3-5 
1 BUCKEYE EMERGY 5-1 
7 THRESHOLD 6-1 
9 PASSA-GRILLE BEACH 8-1 

PINEBUSHDRAGONROLL went a big mile on the front end in first start for new barn and remains in the 
same class.  

RACE 12 
1 AVF CLAIRE 2-1 
2 IN THE SPOTLIGHT N 7-2 
8 CENTURY JAMILA 9-2 
7 DONTKARENIFIDO 8-1 

RACE 13 
4 VANDALISM 5-1 
8 NEVER EASY Z TAM 5-1 
3 JUST A ROCKET MAN 5-1 
11 SPINNAKER HANOVER 

VANDALISM was in with tougher when he raced here during the winter; edge in a weak field…NEVER EASY 
Z TAM finished well in last and might try leaving…JUST A ROCKET MAN actually looks best on paper but 
those good lines were with catch drivers and here the trainer is in the bike…SPINNAKER HANOVER had 
post 9 in last but he raced okay on the lead against similar two back.  

RACE 14 
8 ROMA AMOR 5-2 
4 SHAKE IT TWICE 3-1 
9 LETS RYDE GIRL 5-1 
5 OUR SHELLE BELLE 5-1 

ROMA AMOR finished with good late pace from tough spots in her last two starts and won from post 10 
three back; she gets Bartlett and although she’s been racing off the pace, she did make the lead from post 
9 twice this year…SHAKE IT TWICE has turned in some solid efforts against this type and may be the one 
to beat.  

BEST BET: SWEET GAL 9th Race 

 


